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The Association of Canadian Women Composers (ACWC),
L'association des femmes compositeurs canadiennes (AFCC)

Notes from the Chair
by Carol Ann Weaver
Hello all ACWC Members, Friends and Supporters,
I am thrilled to write to you as a returning Chair of our cherished,
resilient, and highly respected ACWC. From the late 80s until the
birth of my daughter in 1990 I chaired during the vibrant era of
Mary Gardiner and Ann Southam, whose cachet and dedicated
leadership enthusiastically promoted and supported this association.
So, if you find me going back to the ‘good old days,’ just keep
reminding me that this is a new century, one that holds exciting, sometimes daunting,
challenges, all of which we look forward to addressing. Nevertheless, we can learn much
from these two pioneering role models who enabled this organization to be highly
professional as well as deeply feminist.
Once more I thank Carolyn Lomax for her vision in creating this organization. Also, I
stand in awe of the immense contributions made by outgoing ACWC Chair, Joanna
Estelle, who helped revive this organization, allowing it to become a nonprofit
incorporated entity that sponsors concerts, produced programming guidelines, and set us
on course for revising the 33-year-old constitution. During recent years, the ACWC has
developed a healthy website, an alluring Facebook page, and an upwardly climbing
membership.
Currently, we look forward to increasing membership and funding, widening our
advocacy and profile as a network for women composers, creating increased national and
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international status, establishing increasingly relevant musical and concert venues and
directions, discussing the pursuit of charitable status, hosting gatherings or concert
festivals (as occurred back in the 80s when we met in London ON, Windsor, Waterloo,
Hamilton, Montreal, Toronto) and in general, working out visions for the upcoming
decade.
We look forward to increasingly interactive, cross-Canadian, and even international
communication due to Skype, conference calling possibilities, increased postings on our
Facebook page, and other online presence. However, nothing can surpass the actual
gathering of people in order to meet, network, and attend concerts, seminars and relevant
workshops. Perhaps we can look forward to having another invigorating gathering –
festival, concert series, or participation within another conference – in the near future.
There are many “sister” and “kindred-spirit” organizations with which we could well
communicate, partner, and become associated with, whether as a one-off, or on a more
on-going basis. I mention but a few: IAWM (International Alliance for Women in
Music), GEMS (Gender, Education, Music, Society), FTM (Feminist Theory and Music),
CASE (Canadian Association of Sonic Ecology), SEM (Society for Ethnomusicology) and
ICTM (International Society for Traditional Music). How would such association occur?
When these organizations have meetings, conferences, concerts, or public
communications, we could ask to have an identifiable presence by giving presentations,
producing music within concerts, writing blogs or essays, and possibly forming an ACWC
‘chapter’ within such above-listed organizations. Our way of featuring Canadian
women’s work in relation to one or several of these organizations could be vibrant,
unique, and essential both for us and for these organizations.
Because music is a “life” expression, as well as an “art form,” I would strongly suggest we
explore connections and communications with:
(a) well established and younger Canadian women composers. (If the ‘hottest” current
pop stars are women, why not the “hottest” classical composers too?)
(b) Canadian university music schools/departments/faculties, allowing them to know
that ACWC is an essential ‘voice’ within today’s music
(c) organizations that maintain intersections with improvised musics, including jazz/
accessible music, vocal/meditative/healing arts expressions, women’s traditional
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(d)

(e)

(f)
(g)
(h)

music in non-Western contexts as a focus for our own work in 21st C. concert
contexts, etc.
groups that foster international women’s work regarding health, healing,
empowerment, such as Stephen Lewis Foundation which reaches out to women in
South Africa
groups that welcome experimental and at times theatrical work, such as what
Pauline Oliveros, Meredith Monk, and Laurie Anderson are doing, in which a
women’s unique, physical “voice” becomes the medium for communication
like-minded artists from other genres – dancers, actors, poets/writers, visual artists
– in order to create events where arts are combined in new, break-through ways
environmental organizations whose mantra, “the Earth is our Mother,” can be
addressed musically
all who believe in the unique musical expressions women have had from time
immemorial, whether as singers of lullabies, sacred music, work songs, or creators
of music about birth, life, and death from a uniquely women’s perspective.

We could create concerts connected with environmental themes, with various ethnic
roots/themes, with fusion musics featuring women’s work, and with music that pushes the
boundaries between art music and politics, spirituality, body/mind work, traditional
music, soundscape, and much more.
I wish to set up a forum immediately in which each of you can give your further ideas. I
look forward to hearing back from each of you as to what directions you, personally,
would like to take. Shortly, I will email each of you, inviting your responses, which, with
your stated permission, can then be collated, posted, and circulated accessibly, allowing
for continued dialogue about our directions, visions, and next steps.
Generally, it would be important to draw people to our concerts and gatherings because
we are doing something essential, attractive, appealing, timely, compelling, uniquely
relevant to today’s world.
Our viability as an organization depends on our imagination and our willingness to allow
new intersections and fusions to be created, as well as more traditionally classical music to
be fostered, programmed, and made a yet more important part of Canadian (and
international) musical culture. Mary Gardiner, Ann Southam, and all other previous
leaders, you inspire us to go forward!
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Music for the Eyes and Ears:
My Journey through Music and Art
by Christina Petrowska Quilico
Wassily Kandinsky, one of the great 20th century painters, wrote:
“Color is the keyboard. The eye is the hammer. The hand is the
piano with its many strings. The artist is the hand that
purposefully sets the soul vibrating by means of this or that key.
Thus it is clear that the harmony of colors can only be based upon
the principle of purposefully touching the human soul.” This
quotation resonates with my journey through music and art.
As a musical interpreter, I have always struggled with the goal of
transmitting the ideas of composers rather than using their works
as a vehicle for self-expression. Musical notation has never been
able to guarantee an accurate performance that fulfills all of the
composers’ desires and creative spirits. I am currently recording
and performing all of Mozart’s Piano and Violin Sonatas, including the Variations. This
represents around eight hours of music. Therefore, the question of reading the score with stylistic
accuracy as well as making creative and imaginative choices on current instruments is very much
on my mind. In classical music we rely on “performance practices.” In the 20th and 21st centuries,
we rely on input from living composers or recorded performances as well as aural history. On
many occasions it becomes a solo adventure that helps interpreters become co-creators. It is not
our job to duplicate other performances but to ascertain the composers’ intentions, while still
maintaining stylistic integrity and instilling the performances with imagination and spontaneity.
I was eight years old when I first began to perform contemporary music, most reluctantly. My
teacher at the Royal Conservatory of Music, Boris Berlin, insisted that I learn a Quebec
composer’s work if I wanted to perform at the scholarship concert. In those years, few pianists
opted to perform new music and there were fewer scores. Thanks to the Canadian Music Centre,
that is no longer the case. Of course, I hated the piece and wanted to perform only the classics,
especially Chopin and Rachmaninoff. However, my mother told me to try and find a melodic line
and sing it. Use the score as a puzzle and figure it out. I began to see colors, shape and form in
the piece, and to love this journey. Thanks to Glenn Gould, I began listening to his recordings of
Berg, Schoenberg, Webern and Krenek at the age of 10. The library became my source for
information on 20th century composers. CBC broadcasts from contemporary music festivals in
Europe featured composers such as Pierre Boulez and John Cage, and I was hooked. In addition,
I also began to study 20th century painters and literature. At 14, I went to Juilliard on a
scholarship – a move that proved crucial to my creative development. A composer who taught
one of the classes encouraged me to compose, conduct and analyze contemporary works. I had
been writing poetry for many years and was extremely excited that the New York Times
Article continues on page 15
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Ocean Child Wins the PEI Composition Competition
by Alice Ping Yee Ho

Ocean Child was written especially for the PEI Composition Competition in 2014: an open
competition inviting composers to submit original works inspired by Canada. There are two
categories in the competition: stream 1, for orchestra, and stream 2, for voice and orchestra. The
two winning works received a $10,000 award each plus premieres by the PEI Symphony on Nov.
23 in the ”Celebrate Canada” event to commemorate the 150th Anniversary of the Charlottetown
Conference. As a Chinese Canadian composer, I was attracted to composing for the competition
because I like to write about Canada, especially the beautiful landscape and unique Canadian
encounters that I have experienced. Inspired by true stories about beached whales on Canada's
West Coast, I created Ocean Child, for soprano and orchestra. Original lyrics were created by
Toronto writer Marjorie Chan, based on an adaptation from her own play M’Whell of the Sand.
The work traces through the long memories and experiences of a young whale’s life as she
traverses the ocean. The soprano sings M’Whell, a young whale trapped on the sand. Music sails
through glimpses of Canadian waters, beaches, sounds and images of special birds and animals,
occasional nostalgic references to Canadian folk songs, also embracing some human aspects by
mimicking voices of CBC Radio broadcasters and warm-hearted West coast rescuers. I am very
proud and honored that Ocean Child won stream 2 of the PEI Symphony Composition
Competition.

The author, with conductor Mark Shapiro and soprano soloist Charlotte Corwin
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Breathing with PwRHm (and helicopter)
Notes on telematic audiovisual performance
By Tina Pearson
Standing on a giant blue eye under the stars of midnight, a
glowing translucent globe suspended between my hands, I await
the arrival of my colleague, Leif Inge, who is ascending from
below in his helicopter. I hear the sound of the copter before I see
it, and get ready to activate my dream hands animation.
We are rehearsing for a September 2014 performance for the
Network Music Festival in Birmingham, UK. We’ll be playing
elements from my ensemble composition PwRHm, adding a duo
that combines sounds of the copter with the tuned sine tones and electric motor samples of the
original piece. PwRHm was created in the networked three-dimensional platform Second Life for
the globally dispersed collective, the Avatar Orchestra Metaverse. It was commissioned by the
Deep Listening Institute for its Women and Identity Festival and premiered in New York in 2008.
Since then variations of the piece have been performed at new media and new music events in
Europe and North America.
I was invited to join the Avatar Orchestra a few months after its beginnings in Germany in 2007.
I was immediately intrigued with the possibilities that a networked three-dimensional
environment offered to musical exploration, especially the opportunity to work in real time with
artists from around the world.
The Avatar Orchestra Metaverse conceives and builds all of its instrumentswithin the virtual
platform, from the ground up, using sets of incrementally small sound samples scripted into onscreen controls and objects attached to avatars. Custom animations and colour and texture effects
coincide with, compliment and/or contrast with the soundmaking. Although much of what
otherwise goes on in multiple user creative environments like Second Life replicates existing
forms in a new medium (avatars with realistic virtual pianos, violins, sitars, tablas streaming
chamber music; or virtual electric guitars streaming rock and pop), the Avatar Orchestra is
dedicated to creating audiovisual experiences that are yet unknown and/or impossible to realize
in “real life”, and that consider the virtual environment itself an instrument.
Live performances of this work are usually screened at venues with curators interested in new
media, game art, electronic music, digital interfaces and telematic art in addition to adventurous
new music. Some performances, though, take place only in the virtual world, with an eclectic
and fascinating avatar audience residing in locations from all corners of the planet, and from
many cultures, disciplines and interests.
Article continues on page 21
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Premières and a Residency!
by Laura Pettigrew
On October 25, 2014 my heart was filled with emotion and tears of joy
streamed down my cheeks as the Regina Symphony Orchestra under
the baton of the infamous Polish conductor, Maestro Boguslaw
Dawidow http://dawidow.eu/ premièred and brought life to my work,
Legend of Draco. It was an honour and very humbling to work with
Maestro Dawidow, whose exemplary brilliance, skill, knowledge,
passion, and professionalism gave me as the composer the freedom to
express my deepest emotions and desires with respect to my work,
knowing he intuitively understood my score and would realize the same
in performance. I was inundated by people hugging me and shaking my hand, expressing their
congratulations and jubilation with respect to my work, Maestro Dawidow, and the RSO. Two
gentlemen literally grabbed and hugged me stating they don't cry and my work made them cry
and I can attest it was the amazing interpretation and expression in the performance by Maestro
Dawidow and the members of the RSO that evoked these emotions!
I am honoured to return to
Italy for December /January
as a Resident Scholar for the
Adkins Chiti Foundation,
Women in Music http://
www.donneinmusica.org/en/
and to attend the world
premiere of my work, Pacis
Quod Tintinnabula (Bells of
Peace) performed by the
Italian ensemble, Senza
Frontiere, December 18,
2014 at Chiesa di Santa
Maria Assunta, Trevi nel
Lazio (dating to 1600) on
The author, taking a bow with the RSO
the Natale in Musica Concert
Series hosted by the Foundation. The concert series is comprised of seven concerts from
December 18 – 21 in Rome and surrounding provinces, and features works by women composers
from Italy, USA and Canada. All concerts are in sacred venues some dating back to 1121 and
contain stunning artifacts including Fresco paintings! As a composer, to be surrounded by and
immersed in a country so rich in history and culture is food for my mind and soul!
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Tribute to Roberta Stephen: A Life In Music
by Elaine Case
On September 21, 2014 a “Tribute to Roberta Stephen - A Life In Music - Composer, Teacher,
Music Publisher” took place in Calgary. The concert, presented by the Canadian Music Centre
Prairie Region, was sponsored by the Rozsa Foundation with the support of the National
Association of Teachers of Singing, Calgary Branch, and the Alberta Registered Music Teachers
Association, Calgary.

Roberta Stephen

Roberta Stephen has been a longtime vocal advocate for Canadian music and composers. The
publishing company she founded, Alberta Keys, has provided encouragement and exposure for
so many musicians, composers and performers alike. Her effort on their behalf has raised public
awareness of Canadian compositions to an international level through her involvement at the
NationalAssociation of Teachers of Singing international conventions and her music displays at
Canadian Federation of Registered Music Teachers conventions. Roberta is responsible for
initiating the Calgary Contemporary Showcase, a festival celebrating the performance of
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Canadian music, as well as the establishment of the first Canadian chapter of the National
Association of Teachers of Singing. She has been very involved with New Works Calgary,
composing and helping to secure the performance of new music. Her membership in and support
of the Association of Canadian Women Composers further fueled her fervent desire to encourage
new women composers.
The Tribute Concert featured professionals and students and was representative of the many
genres that are the body of Roberta’s work: solo piano, voice, choir and chamber music for a
variety of ensembles. The concert was well attended and greatly enjoyed by the audience.
Roberta was presented with a poster and CD of the concert by the CMC Prairie Region, an
engraved clock by the ACWC and flowers by NATS, Calgary. A lengthy ovation for Roberta
followed the presentations.
The Roberta Stephen Endowment has been established to be managed jointly by the ACWC and
New Works Calgary. It is Roberta’s wish that a scholarship be awarded in perpetuity to a
deserving Canadian woman composer 35 years of age or older.
If you would like to donate to this endowment please make your cheque payable to:
Roberta Stephen Endowment
New Works Calgary
Box 46012, Inglewood RPO
Calgary, Alberta
T2G 5H7
All donations of $25.00 or more will be acknowledged with an income tax receipt. Please help
to ensure that the significant life work of Roberta Stephen is honoured by supporting this
endowment.
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Sound in the Land 2014 a Festival/conference on Music and the
Environment, June 5 – 8, 2014
(Conrad Grebel University College, University of Waterloo)
https://uwaterloo.ca/grebel/sound-land-2014
“We hope to listen to the earth differently, finding new ways to create musical responses to our
beautiful planet stressed by climate change. We are already part of the earth’s ecology so our
music is part of a wider global sound.” – CAWeaver
by Carol Ann Weaver
(Sound in Land Artistic Director/Coordinator)
Sound in the Land 2014 – Music and the Environment – a Festival/
Conference held June 5 – 8, 2014 at Conrad Grebel University
College/UW, explored ways of hearing the earth and listening to the
environment. The third in a series of highly successful events,
Sound in the Land 2014 combined concerts – choral, vocal, chamber,
orchestral, soundscape, multimedia, folk/jazz – with workshops,
academic conference sessions, nature/sound walks, and singing, as
we explored ecological understandings of music and sound, both
locally and globally. This event brought together musicians, environmentalists,
ethnomusicologists, writers and artists into a setting which blended music, various arts, sciences,
and studies of soundscape, ethnomusicology and ecomusicology. The focus of the event was the
environment and our relation to it, both sonically/musically and ethically. This proved to be
extremely timely due to our increasing awareness of climate change, over-population, soil/water/
air contamination, shrinking natural habitats, and endangered species.
A strong and remarkable component of Sound in the Land was the sheer amount (and quality) of
music by women composers: Canadians Emily Doolittle, Jennifer Butler, Carol Dyck, Wendalyn
Bartley, Esther Wiebe, Carol Ann Weaver, Stephanie Martin, Joanne Bender, Carolyn Bordignon,
Laura Easson, improviser/clarinetist Tilly Kooyman, improviser/cellist Leanne Zacharias, and
jazz chanteuses Bonnie Brett and Rebecca Campbell. International women composers included
American Janet Peachey, German Natascha Rehberg, Swiss Ursula Meyer-König, and Korean
Cecilia Kim whose spectacular feature-length multimedia Earth Songs brought together artists
and traditional musicians from Korea and Canada.
Besides attracting people across North America, parts of Europe, and South Africa, Sound in the
Land was also endorsed as an official World Forum on Acoustic Ecology conference, relating
closely to the Canadian counterpart, Canadian Association for Sound Ecology. There were some
116 conference registrants with some 300+ additional attenders at individual concerts and/or
conference sessions.
The two keynote addresses were given by famed Canadian composer and founder of World
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Forum for Acoustic Ecology, R. Murray Schafer, and by foremost South African
environmentalist/ researcher Gus Mills, who presented and discussed natural sounds from the
Kalahari Desert. Internationally acclaimed composer/media artist Cecilia Kim and her troupe of
Korean performers from Seoul presented a visually and musically stunning multimedia piece
Earth Songs, combining traditional Korean music with poetry by Canadian environmentalist poet
John Weir and evocative vocals by Canadian singer Rebecca Campbell. German scholar and
ecomusicologist Sabine Breitsameter from Darmstadt, Germany presented research on
soundscapes and on a Glen Gould documentary called “The Quiet in the Land” on Canadian
Mennonites. She brought along six of her students from Germany, who also presented on
soundscapes and sonic studies.

Mino Ode Kwewak N’gamowak (Good-Hearted Women Singers)

A series of concerts featured environmentally themed music – orchestral, chamber, choral, folk/
jazz – with several out-door events including a dawn chorus nature walk, a Dawn Concert with
Schafer and other environmental music done at nearby Columbia Lake, sonic workshops
featuring listening and improvisation, and much more.
Besides the Korean troupe, performing ensembles included Waterloo Chamber Players
Orchestra, Inter-Mennonite Children’s Choir, Mino Ode Kwewak N’gamowak (Good Hearted
Women Singers), Rockway Collegiate Combo, UW University Choir, Tactus Choral Ensemble,
Skyros String Quartet, Sound in the Land Festival Choir, Dawn Concert Chamber Ensemble
coordinated by Tilly Kooyman, and many other chamber ensembles. The excellent Grebel
Gamelan (of Balinese tradition) led by ethnomusicologist/performer Maisie Sum, performed
both instrumental and vocal music, including the spectacular Kecak – monkey chant. As well,
11
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some 14 folk music groups performed throughout the festival.
Conference papers and presentations featured soundscape technology, composition, music
publishing, music and the environment, natural sound studies (birds, animals, landscapes), ethnoand ecomusicological studies, and ritual/worship musics related to the environment.
A complete list of presenters, events, and short abstracts can be found online at the conference
website https://uwaterloo.ca/grebel/sound-land-2014 and by selecting the link for the
Conference Booklet, https://uwaterloo.ca/grebel/sites/ca.grebel/files/uploads/files/
sl14_booklet_program_0.pdf
A few comments help to describe this event:
• “Everyone involved should be congratulated for providing a unique, informative and
positive way for people to explore the environment by changing how they hear the world
around them.” (Michelle Di Centio, http://www.alternativesjournal.ca/community/blogs/
music-and-mother-earth-0)
• “The overall atmosphere of the festival/conference was stimulating and inspiring. . . can't
ask for more than that. And so many diverse elements in such a short time, yet with an
overall sense of unity and community.” – Rae Crossman, writer and ecologist (June 18,
2014 email).
• “The environmental theme of this festival was a great way for people from all over the
world to come together and create music and conversation that drew us together in a
common cause. It was an inspiring and moving event, one that I look forward to
attending again in the future!” - composer/pianist Keenan Reimer Watts (July 1, 2014,
email).
The following links help describe the conference both before and after it occurred.
1. UW Bulletin, 2009: http://www.bulletin.uwaterloo.ca/2009/may/28th.html
2. WholeNote, 2014: http://us1.campaignarchive2.com/?
u=e00350ccdb1199290928ff746&id=e9639e2951 p. 14-15.

3. Alternatives Journal, 2014: http://www.alternativesjournal.ca/community/blogs/music-and4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

mother-earth-0
Waterloo Region Record, Thurs. June 5, 2015, Arts & Life, D3 by Valerie Hill and Robert Reid
https://www.therecord.com/whatson-story/4558271-sound-in-the-land-celebrates-nature-andmusic-with-dash-of-mennonite-culture/
Canadian Mennonite for June 23, 2014 (Volume 18, No. 13) http://
www.canadianmennonite.org/reader/4198
World Federation of Acoustic Ecology News Quarterly, July - Sept, 2014, Vol. 11, Num.3, http://
wfae.proscenia.net/newsletter/index.htm
Mennonite World Review, Apr 14, 2014http://mennoworld.org/2014/04/14/music-conference-tocelebrate-the-environment/
CBC news, KW: http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/kitchener-waterloo/andrea-s-five-fun-things-todo-this-weekend-june-7-8-1.2665948
About Sound in Land 2009 book in KW record, 2012: http://www.therecord.com/living-story/
2601058-university-of-waterloo-professor-helps-document-evolution-of-mennonite/
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Glimpses Into My Compositional Style and Techniques:
Text and Musical Examples

by Maya Badian
It is said that actors define life as a play, and people as its actors. I
would say that my own life is unfolding as a symphony, and I am
its composer! Like a symphony that usually comprises three or
four movements, human life has a beginning and an end. There
are a variety of stages and phases unfolding day by day, as well as
countless contributors who are like the instruments for a
symphony. A composer represents in his music his own life, and
his own perceptions of the era he lives in, while in the case of an
actor, that actor has to act, to personify the lives of others. I love
my calling and, if I had the chance to start my life over, I
certainly would choose the same career!
For all of my life I have created my life’s symphony - composing, writing, editing, publishing,
and even distributing my music. For all of my life I was on the run, on the route to achieve
something, to accomplish various goals, and countless projects beyond my love for composing. I
had too little time to be able to reflect on my creative past and to deepen the insights into my
compositions or other events belonging to my life’s symphony.
I would like the young generation to understand that each time of our lives can be enjoyable,
beautiful, and fulfilling, IF we know how to live it. Musicians never retire; they have such a
high degree of passion for their work that they simply cannot leave it!
Now, in the third stage of my life, much has become clearer. At this stage of my life, I have a
special insight into my 100+ published original compositions – including all genres but opera –
as well as their musicological analyses. All of these have been legally deposited and incorporated
into the collections of Library and Archives Canada, Library of Congress, Washington, DC, and
other prestigious libraries worldwide. This book presents an overview of my music, portraying
my musical life’s journey.
I am thrilled to have written Glimpses Into My Compositional Style and Techniques and hope it
will become a useful theoretical tool into the research of my creative musical world. I also hope
that this book will provide readers with a better understanding of a composer’s creation.
Glimpses Into My Compositional Style and Techniques is conceived as a practical guide to the
compositional techniques, devices, and resources I used in my compositions over the years. With
a logical, step-by-step approach, generously supplemented by musical examples, this book will
provide present and future generations of musicologists, music critics, performers, composers,
professors, and students with insights into a composer’s process of stylistic and technical
development for communication through music, the universal language.
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Chronologically, my creation may be divided into two periods: the Romanian (before 1987) and
the Canadian (after 1987). I am cognizant of the enormous impact the immigration process had
on both my life and my music, strongly influencing my creative thinking. However, in this book
I decided to present the evolution of my compositional style and techniques in different works as
a continuing process unfolding through time, rather than in different places where I happened to
be when composing.
Opening with a general approach to the melodic and harmonic techniques of my earliest
compositions, and closing with my recently composed works, each chapter traces the
development of the traditional and modern elements that form the underpinning of music in the
late 20th century, which I have applied in the compositions that I have chosen for this book.
The subjects discussed in this book are: techniques
applied to refined use of folkloric heritage; longline melody; infusion of a sustained sound or
sounds; cool jazz; sarcastic causticity; mirror
writing; imitation; parallel harmony; modality and
polymodality; tonality and polytonality;
dodecaphony; serialism; aleatorism; juxtaposition
of tonality and non-tonality within the same work;
musical quotation; heterophony; techniques applied
to timing including pandiatonic writing, metric
modulation, polymeter, polyrhythm; texture;
techniques applied to mathematical combinations;
harmonics; Fibonacci series; global musical effect;
idiomatic writing for a specific instrument or a
specific voice; idiomatic writing for specific forms
and genres; compositional techniques applied to
piano pedagogy, as well as techniques applied to
music inspired by visual arts, and techniques
applied to music inspired by performing arts.
This 236-page book includes references to micro- and macro-structures of my compositions, and
127 musical examples that range from the earliest to most recent works, and represent a broad
range of techniques. Each glimpse is preceded by a text explaining the technique that I used, and
followed by musical examples.
This will be a valuable contribution to Canadian and international university and music school
libraries. It provides a unique perspective on Canadian music history. To the best of my
knowledge, no other Canadian composer has written a book outlining his or her compositional
style and techniques.
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Christina Petrowska Quilico – Music for the Eyes and Ears (cont’d from page 4)
published my poem On a Giacometti Sculpture. (Although I was paid for it I never cashed the
check, and kept it as a souvenir. I don’t think they realized the writer was a young teen.) I also
had a book of poetry published, called Go Away Sisyphus. My exploration of the works of Albert
Camus and ancient history led to my fascination for Egyptology and hieroglyphs, which I am
still studying.
I had performed the Haydn piano concerto in Toronto when I was around 10 and made my New
York review with the Mozart K. 488 piano concerto when I was 14. My life, as a student of
Irwin Freundlich and the legendary Rosina Lhévinne, revolved around the big piano concertos
and classical music – which I played before I was 20. The closest I came to contemporary
concertos were such earlier 20th century works as Prokofieff’s piano concertos No.1-3, Bartok’s
1st, and Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue. Since then, I am happy to say that I have premiered or
performed 18 contemporary piano concertos.
For one of my several Carnegie Recital
Hall concerts, I chose to include the
Boulez 3rd piano sonata as well as some
Schoenberg. Madame Lhévinne insisted
that I memorize the Boulez – no small
feat. The work and analysis that I did on
memorizing the Boulez resulted in my
using his serial techniques for my poetry
and drawings. During one of my many
summers in Paris, I was teaching a class
in 20th century music. I realized that I was
too academic about the serial process,
which I was trying to explain to the
students, and my drawings and
perspectives took on a more serious
function. I began with abstract forms,
which grew one after another into forms
and structures that eventually became
intensely detailed architectural
Adrienne Clarkson, Christina, and Pierre Boulez
perspectives. By this time I had met
Boulez. He was so impressed with my drawings and poetry based on his work that he allowed
me to exhibit my art in New York and Canada. His publisher, Universal, had also given me their
permission. Although Boulez was demanding and intimidating, he had a kind heart. When I was
in Bayreuth, he made arrangements for me to sit at the foot of the podium in the orchestra pit
while he conducted Parsifal. In 2002 when he was awarded the Glenn Gould Prize, I performed
his first Piano Sonata at the Glenn Gould Studio in a live broadcast. He coached me at 8 in the
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Christina Petrowska Quilico – cont’d
morning. Many of the original notations in the score were changed as he rethought his piece. It
was clear that music is not frozen in time. It evolves and lives moment to moment.
I had also grown in my performances and the use of my art to understand the form and function
of the music. I had gone to Darmstadt, Germany to work with the celebrated pianists, the
Kontarsky brothers, the leading new music specialists in Europe during the late 1960s and 1970s.
However, my dear friend Claude Vivier had encouraged me to meet Karlheinz Stockhausen. The
Canadian and American composers did not speak German and Stockhausen insisted on speaking
only on German. I asked him about the possibility of an interpreter. He agreed to add an hour of
English. The next day, as I was going to my piano lesson, Stockhausen grabbed me and said he
expected to see me in the first row of his class since I had been bold enough to ask him for a
favor. So I became a student in his composition class. I continued my drawings, emulating
musical forms to invent a kinetic non-representational art form similar to instrumental music. I
had also met György Ligeti in Germany and he became an important mentor and friend. He
encouraged and inspired me to experiment in different art forms. Ironically, he always insisted
that I play Schumann and Chopin for him. We discussed poetry and literature from the past, since
I had relished studying ancient philosophy and art. An earlier drawing of mine, which I called
Clocks and Clouds, really impressed him and he used the title for one of his works. During these
years, I was working on my doctoral thesis on the music of Olivier Messiaen and Pierre Boulez.
Writing was still an essential component in my life. Boulez was supposed to be my supervisor at
the Sorbonne in Paris. I had been awarded a French doctoral fellowship and a Canada Council
Doctoral Grant, but due to family circumstances I had to return to New York.
Back in the States, I continued performing a lot of both classical and contemporary music. I
believe I have always kept a good balance of repertoire. Warren Burt, an American-Australian
composer, invited me to Albany, New York to meet John Cage, whose work HPSCHD was being
performed. Due to a blizzard, some volunteers hadn’t shown up, so I was joyfully assigned to
assist John Cage in the stage set-up. He was an amazing man, kind, sympathetic and very
entertaining. We talked well into dawn, while sitting on the floor organizing his Rauschenberg
slides. The next afternoon the city was snowed in and the fourth pianist (harpsichordist) couldn’t
make it. Cage pointed to me and said: “You, Juilliard girl, you can play”. I was speechless and
shaking. I had never even looked at the score but Cage said to me: “Don’t be afraid, I will turn
pages for you” which made me even more nervous. He sat at the piano with me and very wisely
said:” Make a lot of mistakes. It is all OK”. That sense of relief enabled me to sight-read rather
well and the concert went off extremely successfully.
Having been fascinated by Cage’s work since I was a teenager, I read everything he wrote. His
notation, scores and books on graphic notation influenced my art and performances. Marcel
Duchamp and the surrealists also inspired much of my own art. Graphic notation became a
liberating experience for performers. Interpreters became creators, reading forms and structures
from scores that could pass as art. Was this all new? Are the new digital technologies creating
new art forms? Are digital keyboards that create computer images on the screen new? Not really.
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Christina Petrowska Quilico – cont’d
As early as 1725, Louis-Bertrand Castel, a French Jesuit monk, created a clavecin ocular.
Frederick Costner invented the pyrophone in 1870; Bainbridge Bishop invented a device for
painting music in 1897; Alexander Wallace Rimington, a color organ in 1995;Thomas Wilfred, a
clavilox in 1922; and Leon Theremin, an illumovox in 1922 – to name only a few. Edgard
Varèse , a French composer, in 1909 sought to express a kind of inner light, and in 1957-58
collaborated with the architect Le Corbusier on Poème électronique, a multi-media sound and
light show. The futurists, surrealists and symbolists were well ahead of their time, and many of
their works sound fresher than the latest new music. However, it illustrates the point that despite
the lack of recent technological development in those years, visionaries, painters and musicians
imagined worlds beyond current expectations.
My personal world changed when I met and married
the Quebec composer Michel-Georges Brégent in
1971. Claude Vivier had introduced us. We were both
22. Not long after, we had our daughter Dominique. A
second daughter, Delphine, followed. As a gift to me,
Michel-Georges gave me a graphic score called:
Geste. This score required the performer to actually
learn a new musical language in order to decipher the
symbols and notation. The score was full of visual
colour, which resulted in some wild and wonderful
improvisations. The piece also influenced me to
analyze and write about graphic notation in great
detail, as well as to create my own new poetry and
drawings. As a Belgian musicologist once wrote,
Brégent was a “mystic visionary”, possessing genius,
creativity and imagination of the highest order.. His
Christina with Michel-Georges Brégent
premature death at age 45 was tragic, and robbed us
of a future of remarkable compositions. Claude Vivier, Micheline Coulombe Saint-Marcoux and
Serge Garant also passed away too early. I miss them as friends and as composers.
It is difficult to pick and choose composers to write about since I have worked with so many
wonderful ones. I have recorded 36 CDs (30 titles), and premiered numerous concertos, along
with solo and chamber music. However, I can’t leave out Ann Southam, who was my friend for
over 30 years. We shared a mutual love of art and the environment. Working with Ann resulted in
my recordings of Rivers, Pond Life and Glass Houses (a total of six CDs). Aiko Suzuki’s
painting Spatial View of Pond inspired Ann to write Pond Life. The cycle exemplifies the
stillness of a pond on the surface and the vibrant life beneath. Rivers represents all the tempi of
running water. When Ann gave me the score in 1981, I found the music too much the same. I
had envisioned Rivers in many shifting tempi, reflecting a wide range of flowing water, from the
roaring river to a gentle brook. I figured that Ann wouldn’t yell at a nine months pregnant lady,
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Christina Petrowska Quilico – cont’d
so I played them at many different speeds. Ann loved it, and so began a very creative musical
relationship.
I return to the importance of reading the score with more than correct notes and good tone in
mind. Imagination and risk-taking are crucial in making multi-faceted and exciting performances
that probe deeply into the composers’ psyches and intentions. Ann revised her 15 Glass Houses
in 2009 and asked me to record them. Unfortunately, lung cancer made it impossible for her to
correct all of the notational errors. She wrote everything by hand. In fact, in her dedication to me
in several of the pieces from Pond Life, she wrote, with her usual cheeky wit, “written by hand to
be played by hand.”
With Southam’s support and encouragement, I further revised and edited them in 2010. We chose
the new title Glass Houses Revisited, and I was able to play them for her a few days before her
death. She loved all my changes and wanted me to add my name as “co-creator.” While moved
by her trust in me, I agreed only to a credit for editing and revising. Her exquisite and luminous
creations were her very own. She was working on program notes for the pieces and in one of her
last emails to me on November 15th, 2010 wrote these words. “Hi Christina, It was wonderful to
see you yesterday and I’m still blown away by the way you play Glass Houses. They’re your
pieces, for sure!!! Many thanks and lots of love, Ann.”

Christina with composer Ann Southam

While Southam’s piano music is described as “minimal music”, the term refers more to the
composer Philip Glass and his music of gradual changes. Southam’s pieces, in fact, are
fiendishly difficult etudes with shifting patterns and moods, and dizzying tempi. Any loss of
concentration or lack of focus on the performer’s part can derail the performance!
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Christina Petrowska Quilico – cont’d
Each “Glass House” has a distinct mood. Still, there is an overwhelming happiness in these
pieces. They are a positive journey, weaving and embroidering various melodic cells that, as
Southam herself said, “reflect the nature of traditional women’s work – repetitive, life-sustaining,
requiring time and patience.”
Despite the technical difficulties, these pieces are a testament to the composer who always
treasured joy at the heart of music.
I could say more about this music, but – if I may be permitted some flagrant promotion – the two
Glass Houses CDs (Glass Houses Revisited and the 2014 release Glass Houses Volume 2)
contain more explanation in the program notes. These and many other of my Canadian
recordings are available on the Centrediscs label (www.musiccentre.ca).
Music and visual art came together in a major way in my more recent collaboration with my
former piano student, composer Constantine Caravassilis. Constantine’s doctoral thesis was on
the music of Ann Southam, and I introduced them to each other.
In 2010, we received a Harry Freedman Award and an Ontario Arts Council Grant to record
Caravassilis’ mammoth piano collection Visions: The complete books of Rhapsodies and
Fantasias.
Driven by deep emotions and spirituality, Caravassilis is intimately connected to his Hellenic
roots, drawing inspiration from ancient Greek mythology and Byzantine music. His work also
reflects his strong affinity to classical music ranging from the Baroque to impressionism. There
is wide range of emotion and style in these pieces from the minimal Lumen de lumine to the
dazzling Pandora’s Jar and Pluto. Despite its title, Dies Irae exudes a jazzy sensuality.
These very virtuosic piano works are synaesthetically linked to color and movement.
Caravassilis’ Complete Books of Rhapsodies and Fantasias for solo piano are visions in sound,
transcending lyrical poetry to passionate drama in an opera for the keyboard.
Constantine has synesthesia (a blending of the senses, which causes him to see color when
hearing certain notes). He joins a long list of composers who have this gift: Franz Liszt, Claude
Debussy, Olivier Messiaen and George Gershwin, and others. There were also many painter/
musicians, among them the expressionists Arnold Schoenberg, Paul Klee and Wassily
Kandinsky.
I, too, see colors in all the music I play, not only in the instrumental sense but also as a real
palette, like Isaac Newton’s color wheel. When I told Constantine the predominant color I saw
in each of his pieces, we were surprised to discover that our colors matched.
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Christina Petrowska Quilico – cont’d
His music proved a catalyst for my abstract painting. Constantine had initially suggested a
painting for the cover. When he showed me what he had in mind, I told him that I could paint
one that would cost nothing. Once I started, I couldn’t stop! In the end, the music inspired me to
create more than 100 paintings. We have now had performances in which they were projected as
a video on a screen while I played. As a result, audiences can experience a world of intense and
hypnotic soundscapes musically and visually.
Color, organized in increments relative to a
musical scale, is a vital element of sensory
perception. Color requires no decoding and
acts upon the senses like a musical note
whether you have synesthesia or not. Visual
artists seek to endow their canvases with
emotional intensity, form and structure,
which exhibit an aesthetic integrity similar
to that represented by pure instrumental
music. Paul Klee used interpenetrating
planes of color to simulate a harmonic
blend of musical chords. The graduated
blends of color parallel the crescendo and
diminuendo of musical performance. For
Kandinsky, “musical sound has direct
access to the soul. It finds there an echo, for
man ‘hath music in himself’.” I have spent
thousands of hours practising, analyzing
and transferring my thoughts and reactions from music to canvas to paper to words. I would like
to think that the complex process by which notes on the page become music represents my
journey of discovery of music for the eyes.
Hailed by the New York Times at 14 for her “promethean talent” after making her orchestral debut along
with Murray Perahia, Christina Petrowska Quilico has appeared at Carnegie Hall, Alice Tully Hall,
Lincoln Center and Merkin Hall, among others in New York. She has also been soloist with the Toronto,
Vancouver, Winnipeg and Kitchener-Waterloo Symphony Orchestras and National Arts Centre Orchestra,
as well as with orchestras in Taiwan, Greece and the US. Juilliard-trained, she has premiered 18 piano
concertos and premiered well over 150 new works. CBC Music named her one of 20 international “not
to miss pianists” of 2014.
Among her 36 CD titles are eight piano concertos. Three of these received JUNO nominations, with a
fourth nomination going to her CD of Ann Southam’s Glass Houses Revisited. The cycle, which Petrowska
Quilico revised and edited with Southam’s blessing, is one of Centrediscs’ all time top-selling CDs. It
made CBC Music’s TOP 30 best Canadian classical recordings ever, and two other top 10 CBC lists: 10
Pieces of Classical Music Everyone Should Know and 10 Piano Pieces Everyone Should
Know.
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Tina Pearson – Breathing with PwRHm (cont’d from page 6)
When I was asked to make an Avatar Orchestra piece for the Women and Identity Festival, I
focused on two areas of exploration. One was touch, telepathy and intimacy through the Internet:
What connections are possible among a multi-disciplined group of artists who share a sonic
experience while separated geographically? The other was the electric hum – the sonic
underpinning of the grid that makes it possible for us to connect in general, and how it could be
considered musically.

Second Life rehearsal PwRHm, Leif Inge, Posthuman Corporealities, Lisbon, Portugal

The tonal content of PwRHm springs from the relationship between the just intoned minor third,
the interval that is formed by bringing together the fundamental frequency of the Alternating
Current of the electrical systems of North America (60 hertz) and Europe (50 Hertz). Two sets of
sine tones, built on the harmonic series up to the 25th and 29th overtones respectively of these
fundamentals, form the “keys” of the instrument (or HUD – Heads Up Display) built in the
virtual space and displayed on each individual player’s screen. The juxtaposition of the two
series creates, on the lower tones, a just intonation harmonic scale that is increasingly blurred
with microtonal beating and combination and difference tones in the progression up the series’
compression of octaves.
Extending the continental AC relationship, the North American performers use the 60Hz-tuned
instrument while the European performers’ instrument is tuned to 50Hz. Each key of the two
instruments is scripted to trigger a unique particle of coloured light to be emitted from a globe
held by each player. Each of the two instruments uses a specific colour spectrum where gradients
of one hue are transformed to another as the tones rise in pitch. A separate set of instruments, for
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Tina Pearson – cont’d
solo players, is made from the field recorded samples of electric motors and AC hum from each
continent, tuned and processed. The soloist avatars emit a condensed electric blue light with each
tone. (The HUDs were scripted by the German linguist and sound artist Andreas Müller, who
also recorded and processed the motor sounds; the particle colours and globes were designed by
media artist Sachiko Hayashi, based in Sweden; animations were scripted by American composer
Tim Risher. The composer Pauline Oliveros, also an Orchestra member, was the North American
soloist for PwRHm’s premiere performance.)
The three-dimensional
framework of the Second Life
environment clearly illuminates
the sonic phenomena that result
from the juxtaposition of simple
tones. When two performers
move their sounding avatars very
close together in performance of
PwRHm, their tones’ effect on
one another is clear and
pronounced. A group of sounding
avatars continuously shifting
position within the boundaries of
a simulator’s audibility will
create a clearly spatialized sound
field that evolves with the
progression of the players’ Screen
shot from Second Life showing HUD instruments,
chosen tones, intensities and
movement controls, tesla tower
volumes. Similarly, the emitting
colour particles of PwRHm combine to create shifting fields of light, illuminating the avatar
bodies in their animated movements.
I had already worked with the mechanism and process of the human breath in many previous
compositions; employing it in PwRHm was a natural solution to the dilemma of connecting the
visceral with the virtual. In performance, the remotely located performers’ individual breath
rhythms determine the timing and pacing of the players sounds and movements. The moments of
their inhaling determines the beginning of the North Americans’ sets of sounds; for the
Europeans, their own exhaling moments determine when their sound sets occur. This breathcentred performance practice simultaneously focuses and slows down the players’ attention while
providing temporal structure and pacing for the piece.
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Tina Pearson – cont’d
The new helicopter duo within PwRHm came about from one of Leif Inge’s Second Life cultural
research excursions. (Leif, a concept artist based in Oslo, is the creator of the famed audio
installation piece 9-Beet Stretch, and is also a long-time Orchestra member.) Leif had found a
virtual airport where we could purchase helicopters (incidentally with 50Hz engine sounds). He
began learning to pilot, and he and I have been working on what he calls “cptrpwrhm,” a duo
with his piloting of a nicely loud virtual helicopter, and my air-dancing avatar, both of us playing
a combination of the solo PwRhm HUDs in the midst of two buzzing (at 60Hz) Tesla towers. We
have been including this duo as an element of PwRHm variations since early 2013.
It has now been over seven years that a core group of multi-disciplined artists has been meeting
beyond geographies and time zones to listen, experiment, improvise and perform together
telematically as the Avatar Orchestra. While there are obvious benefits of collaborating with
others in the “real world” that are not possible in virtuality, the converse is also true. The need
for trust, open communication and a sense of humour are the same as with any group. But the act
of listening and creating together through the portal offered by the virtual world, where
technological wizardry and failure, political challenge, silliness, danger and cultural dilemma can
be witnessed all at once, stretches the perceptive muscles of mind into further realms of
possibility and creates an undeniably rare sense of connection that is hard to match in the nonvirtual world.
The experience has expanded ideas about music making and my role as a composer. I have been
awakened to the intensely subjective and complex nature of sonic perception, something that has
fed back into my current non-virtual and very much acoustic work. Collaborating with the Avatar
Orchestra has informed and advanced my interest in getting beyond the “walls” of making music
in the contexts that have been suggested by my training and cultures, and to consider ancient
forms, radically new forms, ritual, relevance and artistic intention even more than I had been.
I’ve been provoked to question, in a more nuanced way, the assumptions that I’ve held, and what
it is I am / we are offering as artists and musicians in this fantastically complex global human
experiment.

Tina Pearson is a mother, a composer and performer currently residing on Coast Salish
Territories on the West Coast of Canada. She balances her virtual reality work with completely
acoustic projects involving biomimicry, tuned glass, accordion and voice-resonated flute.
http://tinapearson.wordpress.com/
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News and Notes
musical examples that range from the earliest
to most recent works, and represent a broad
range of techniques.

Kathleen Allan was recently appointed
Composer-in-Residence for Univox Choir
Toronto, for whom she will compose two
pieces to be premièred in the spring of 2015.

Debra Begg, head of the Music Library at the
University of Ottawa, wrote: "Maya,
congratulations on your new book! A lot of
love and work went into its creation I’m sure,
and it will be an asset to our and other music
libraries collections."

Three new commissions were premièred this
December: Ring out, ye bells! was premièred
by St. Michael’s Choir School at Massey Hall
in Toronto (Dec. 6, 7), A Christmas Bell was
premièred by A Touch of Brass and the
Vancouver Bach Children’s Chorus at the
Orpheum in Vancouver (Dec. 7), and
Shallaway (NL Youth in Chorus) with soloist
Allison Nicholas premièred a new
arrangement of O Holy Night for soprano
soloist and treble choir at Cochrane Street
United Church in St. John’s.

Badian’s adult student, Donald Russell, was
awarded an Honourable Mention for his
composition Theme and Variations for String
Quartet, at the 2014 ORMTA Music Writing
Competition. And, last but not least, Maya
Badian's new composition, Plainchant, for
Organ, was given its first public performance
by Matthew Larkin on July 13, 2014 as part
of Chamberfest Music and Beyond in Ottawa.

www.kathleenallan.com

Maya Badian’s book, Glimpses Into My
Compositional Style and Techniques, was
published by Pro Ars Publications and
released in July 2014, in Ottawa.
It is a Canadian book première, as it is
acknowledged that no other Canadian
composer has written a book outlining his or
her compositional style and techniques.

Joanna Estelle premièred her latest choral
choral work, Ode to Canada, at the Citadel
Theatre, Edmonton, AB on June 29, 2014,
along with a new arrangement of her anthem
Canada Forever Free. The piece was based
on a Ukrainian-language poem written by her
late grandfather, Michael Sharik, and was
commissioned by the Dnipro Ensemble for
their 60th anniversary celebrations. The
Ensemble included it in their tour concerts in
Ottawa, Montreal, Manhattan (NYC) and
Ellenville, New York.

The book addresses present and future
generations of musicologists, music critics,
music researchers, performers, composers,
professors, and students with insights into a
composer’s creative process.

On October 16, Joanna’s piece Appassionato
was included in two performances of the Vox
Novus 60x60 Dance Toronto at Harbourfront.
On October 30, Ode to Canada was

This 236-page book includes references to Dr.
Maya Badian's compositions, and 127
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performed by the University of Ottawa
concert Ensemble Calixa Lavallée at the
opening of the Danyliw strategic planning
seminar attended by Ukraine’s ambassador to
Canada.
A new piece for solo piano from the recently
completed Umori collection was transcribed
for carillon by the Dominion Carillonneur and
premiered on Parliament Hill, Ottawa in early
November, where it was also highlighted on
the national capital Remembrance Day
celebrations on November 11, 2014. Joanna
stepped down as ACWC Chair recently and is
now focusing her attention on applying to the
doctor of music (composition) programme
through Sheffield University in the United
Kingdom, which she hopes to begin in the fall
of 2015.

of exploring musical gestures with motion,
images, and emotion. Imaginary Garden I is
composed for PEP project, a cross-cultural
project in which Nicole Li and Corey Hamm
in Vancouver have commissioned over twenty
Canadian and Chinese composers to write
new works for erhu and piano. This work is
on PEP CD Vol. 2, to be released at a CD
Release Concert on January 30 , 2015 at Roy
Barnett Hall, Vancouver.

Alice Ping Yee Ho’s work Hakka Tea Bliss,
for solo English Horn and orchestra, was
selected as the Canadian winner of
the Kitchener Waterloo Symphony Friendship
Orchestral Composition Competition. It will
be premièred in February 2015, conducted by
Maestro Edwin Outwater, as part of the
University of Toronto New Music Festival.

Imaginary Garden III for guitar quartet,
commissioned by cuarteto apasionado with
the support of the Alberta Foundation for the
Arts, is scheduled for a première performance
in Berlin in 2015. Imaginary Garden IV for
recorder(s) and trumpet, commissioned by
recorder virtuoso Kristina Schoch, will be
presented at several concerts in southern
Germany in 2015. Imaginary Garden I & II
are published by Furore Verlag.

Imaginary Garden II is written for harpist
Gianetta Baril and saxophonist Jeremy
Brown, members of the Rubbing Stone
Ensemble in Calgary. It was performed on
May 3, 2014 at a New Works Calgary Gala
Marathon 30th Anniversary Celebration
concert.

Congratulations to former ACWC Chair
Emilie LeBel on being selected as the
National Youth Orchestra of Canada’s RBC
Emerging Composer-in-Residence. Brava,
Emilie!

Currently, Hope is working on a series of
pieces for young clarinetists, as part of an
educational project “Miniature Works for
Aspiring Musicians,” initiated by clarinetist
and contemporary music exponent Jean-Guy
Boisvert; and a miniature piece requested by
Patrizia Angerloni and Ingrid Schorscher for
accordion, creative movement, dance and
voice. The première performance will take

Hope Lee has completed four pieces in
Imaginary Garden, a collection of short
chamber pieces written for unusual
instrumental combinations, with the intention
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place in Latina, Italy in May, then in
Germany in September 2015. Another
miniature work, flashing into the dark, for
bass clarinet, was presented by NextSteps,
60x60 Dance Toronto 2014, at the
Harbourfront Centre on 16 October, 2014.

Tawnie Olson spent part of July in residence
at the Avaloch Farm Music Institute with Duo
Novus, for whom she wrote a new piece:
Spinning and Weaving, for two harps. Duo
Novus premièred the work in Toronto in
August.
Also in August, Shawn Mativetsky gave the
South American première of Olson’s
Something to Say, for tabla, spoken word, and
fixed media, at the Festival Internacional de
Música Contemporânea Percussiva in Brazil.
Shawn subsequently recorded the work,
which is now available as a high-quality
digital download on his website: http://
www.shawnmativetsky.com/ A portion of the
proceeds from every purchase is donated to
Equality Now. (This recording was selected
for inclusion in I Care if You Listen’s Fall
2014 Mixtape.)

Hope Lee's Secret of the Seven Stars on
CentreDiscs, performed by New Music
Concerts ensemble with soloists Joseph
Macerollo (accordion) and Ryan Scott
(percussion) was broadcast on
Deutschlandfunk on December 1 at 20:10
(2:10 pm EST) on a program featuring
composers published by Furore Verlag.
Excerpts from this work will be among 8
selected works by woman composers
throughout music history, including Fanny
Hensel. http://www.deutschlandfunk.de/
verdraengte-kuenstlerinnen-heimweh-undselbstbehauptung.1992.de.html?
dram:article_id=304191
http://furore-verlag.de/komponistinnen/
uebersicht_a-z/l/
http://www.musiccentre.ca/node/37348/
showcase

Elise Letourneau has been shortlisted for
The American Prize in choral composition for
the second consecutive year. Her Our Home
Is This Country was premièred by the Toronto
Children's Chorus at the Podium 2014 choral
conference in Halifax NS. Her Requiem for
Fourteen Roses, a concert-length work
commemorating the 25th anniversary of the
École Polytechnique Massacre, was
premièred on December 6 in Ottawa ON.

In September and October Ian David
Rosenbaum performed Olson’s The Blackbird
at Evening and Meadowlark, both for
marimba and fixed media, in concerts in
Charleston, SC, Miami and Orlando, FL, and
Atlanta, GA.
In November the Ithaca College Choir
premièred Spring and Fall: to a young child,
which they commissioned from Olson, at
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their Choral Composition Festival, and
Shawn Mativetsky performed Something to
Say in Halifax. Later that month, Elizabeth
Reid premièred the viola version of Mirror
Image at a Gallery 345 recital that was a
Musical Toronto Critic’s Pick!

The Vancouver Symphony Orchestra's
second annual New Music Festival takes
place January 15 - 18, 2015. The Festival
includes among its offerings three orchestral
works by our Invited Guest Composer,
Ottawa's Kelly-Marie Murphy, as well as
three pieces (one World Première) by
Composer-in-Residence Jocelyn Morlock,
and music by Montreal's Nicole Lizée.
Featured concerto soloists are flutist Christie
Reside (Morlock - Ornithomancy) and
violinist Nick Wright (Murphy - Blood Upon
the Body, Ice Upon the Soul).
http://www.vancouversymphony.ca/festivals/
14NMF/

In December the MacMillan Singers gave the
Canadian première of Olson’s O Inexpressible
Mystery, the Ithaca College Choir gave a
repeat performance of Spring and Fall, and
Ian David Rosenbaum performed The
Blackbird at Evening and Meadowlark at
Yellow Barn in Vermont.
http://www.tawnieolson.com
On December 16 at 7:30 at the Canadian
Music Centre at 20 St. Joseph Street,
Elizabeth Raum launched her Centrediscs
CD, Myth, Legend, Romance. The three
concertos by Raum on the CD are:
Persephone and Demeter, for viola and
orchestra with Erika Raum, violin, Rivka
Golani, viola, and the Regina Symphony
Orchestra; Sherwood Legend, for solo French
horn and orchestra with Kurt Kellan, horn,
and the Calgary Philharmonic; and Concerto
for Violin: Faces of Woman with Erika Raum
and the Sneak Peek Orchestra. World
renowned violist, Rivka Golani, is on tour in
Canada and performed at the launch along
with Erika Raum and Rachel Andrist on
piano.
https://www.musiccentre.ca/node/124482

Earth Voices, a performance piece by Carol
Ann Weaver for readers, soundscape, and
visuals will be premièred at the Mennonite/s
Writing VII Conference at Fresno Pacific
University, California, March 13, 2015. The
work features words about the earth by
24 Mennonite writers from North and South
America, Middle East, and Africa. The
soundscape (Carol's on-site field recordings
and compositional collages) and visuals
(original and submitted photography) frame
and synergize with the spoken word. This
piece seeks to find voices which can lead us
into a deeper knowledge of the earth and our
relationship to it.

Gayle Young was awarded a six-week
residency in Italy in the fall of 2014 through a
fellowship with the Civitella Ranieri
Foundation. Her main project while there was
a piano piece based on a text describing
traditional food-bearing trees in the area.

The Avondale Press of Vancouver just
released its 2014 music publications,
including Sylvia Rickard's
NAGAREBOSHI, for solo piano.
www.sylviarickard.ca
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A Special Invitation from ECM+
[Voir la version française ci-dessous…]
Dear music faculty, composition teachers, past participants, composers, friends & colleagues,
It’s that exciting time again! The ECM+ Generation2014 Canadian tour approaches, along with
the next edition of the competition for composers, Generation2016.
Could you help spread the word? Please forward the attachments to everyone who might be
interested. We don’t want anyone to miss this amazing opportunity to experience the project
first-hand during the concert tour, and to apply to the next project by March 1st.
Your encouragements and efforts to help share this valuable information are very appreciated.
Hope to see you at a concert. AND, if you’re eligible and interested, please apply to
Generation2016!
Emily Hall
Ensemble contemporain de Montréal (ECM+)
///////////////////////////////////////////
Chers membres des facultés de musique, professeurs de composition, anciens participants,
compositeurs, amis et collègues,
La tournée Génération2014 de l’ECM+ approche maintenant à grand pas de même que la
prochaine date d’application pour la nouvelle édition du concours de composition
Génération2016.
Par la présente, je sollicite votre aide pour faire suivre les documents joints aux étudiants en
composition et à toute autre personne qui pourrait être intéressée par le projet Génération.
Cette tournée de concerts à travers le pays est une excellente occasion pour les jeunes
compositeurs de se familiariser avec le concours et ainsi assurer la préparation d’un dossier de
qualité pour leur inscription éventuelle au 1er mars. Votre aide à partager cette information
précieuse sera donc très appréciée.
Par ailleurs, si vous êtes vous-même éligible, n’hésitez surtout pas à soumettre votre candidature
pour Génération2016.
En espérant vous rencontrer à l’un des concerts,
Emily Hall
Ensemble contemporain de Montréal (ECM+)
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Call for Canadian Women Composers
Saluti da Italia! As a member of ACWC and CMC Associate Composer I am fulfilling a term as
a Resident Scholar and Composer in Residence December 1, 2014 to January 31, 2015 for the
Adkins Chiti Foundation, Women in Music, in Fuiggi, Italy http://www.donneinmusica.org/en/
Part of my research project is compiling a comprehensive list and biographies of ALL Canadian
Women Composers past to present. Upon completion the information will be added to the
Foundation’s Encyclopedia of Women Composers worldwide in addition to being published in
Canada providing an historical and factual compilation of Canadian Women Composers. It is of
the utmost importance to create and maintain a Historical record as many web sites and the
information in current Encyclopedia are neither complete nor inclusive.

Composers are invited to submit the following information noted below directly to me in
addition to providing this call to any and all Canadian Women Composers and Songwriters they
are aware of who are not currently members of CMC, CLC, CNMN, ACWC or SOCAN given it
is of the utmost importance to ensure inclusivity in the compilation.

As you can appreciate as composers we are engrossed with our own writing projects and
research consumes a great deal of our time over and above our familial commitments. Thus the
onus is on you as living composers to provide the information required as my time will be spent
compiling the information in addition to collecting information on Women composers who are
deceased.
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FOR ALL COMPOSERS
ONLINE ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF LIVING WOMEN COMPOSERS, SONGWRITERS AND
CREATORS OF MUSIC
The Foundation now has over four thousand European bios already on line and is proceeding
with the preparation of others from the rest of the world. Please send to l.petti@sasktel.net the
following materials in WORD: Times 11 spacing 1.5
•

Short curriculum including date and place of birth and current residence (no more than 20
lines)

•

Please include your various activities apart from writing music (ie teaching, editing,
radio, theatre etc)

•

Listing of prizes won or scholarships or residences undertaken (maximum 15 lines)

•

List of 10 works and/or 10 cds that you consider important for your profile (you may
include instrumentation and details of first performance/prize won)

•

Publisher, Genre and Record Label if applicable.

•

Contact address – email and/or www. Link Also please send a good portrait in PDF file

•

COMPLETE BIOGRAPHY

Laura Pettigrew
Composer in Residence
Fondazione Adkins Chiti: Donne in Musica
www.donneinmusica.org
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FONDAZIONE ADKINS CHITI: DONNE IN MUSICA
To Women Composers
World Wide Fiuggi 9th December, 2014.
Dear Friends and Colleagues,
Christmas is Coming........ and we are presenting seven new works from Canadian and Italian
composers for our long running series “Natale in Musica”.
If you follow our “Notiziario” (online) you will see that in 2014 we have invited over 48 new
works, sent out calls and distributed scores to 1,200 orchestras, festivals and music
organizations, presented our annual concert season and summer festival, undertaken research for
books (Turkish women composers; Music for Christmas 2014; Women composers in the Latium
Region) as well as the updating of our digital Encyclopaedia of Living Women Composers,
Songwriters and Creators of Music. We produced the volume “European Key Changes for
Women in Music and the Performing Arts” for the European Commission and have initiated an
Official Recommendation to the European Parliament and Council to encourage support and
better working conditions for all contemporary composers. (Bruxelles, 5.XI.2014).
We commissioned “Missa Pro Terra Humilibus” from composers in Argentina and Italy,
dedicated to H.H. Pope Francis, and this will be presented on the 14th February 2015 in Saint
Peter’s.
With donations from foundations and private individuals we offered residencies to scholars and
composersfromSpain,Turkey,Cyprus,Finland,Canada,ItalyandFrance. Furthermore,workin our
library continues and the Italian State Archival Ministry has confirmed recognition for, and
protection of, six Special Collections.
The United Nations, UNESCO, Europe (Council, Commission and Parliament) discuss the future
growth of a Creative and Cultural Europe capable of building a better society. However,
documents already in circulation suggest that the lack of access by women to the fields of music
and culture is one of the greatest challenges for gender equality and mainstreaming today.
Through our network in 109 countries together with 89 legally constituted Women in Music
organisations in 45 countries the Foundation promotes over 41,000 women composers of every
nationality, working in every conceivable field. Our pioneering work to confirm the uniqueness
of women’s creative and musical heritage has been recognized by UNESCO, ECOSOC - United
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Nations, the European Commission, the European Parliament, the Arab Accademy, UNESCO’s
International Music Council and European Ministries for Equal
Opportunities, for Education and for Culture. Since 1978, in Italy alone, we have produced 963
public concerts with music by 1032 women composers from 79 countries.
This year has been very challenging. Contributions confirmed from the European Union and
Italian Ministries are delayed due to the European economic situation, but we have continued our
daily work with a small dedicated staff.
In the last 36 years we have rarely asked for help. In order to continue our advocacy for, and
promotion of, women composers, songwriters and creators of music world wide your support is
essential. Every gift will be acknowledged with a receipt.
Thank you and do enjoy the Festive Season! Sincerely yours
President
PAYMENTS VIA BANK;
MOTIVIATION: DONATION FOR WORK OF FONDAZIONE ADKINS CHITI: DONNE IN
MUSIC
CARIPARMA. Via Sistina, Roma
IBAN. IT77D0623003200000057059885 SWIFT CODE BIC CRPPIT2P544
WESTERN UNION
Contributions may only be sent to individuals. Therefore please send the donation to PATRICIA
ADKINS CHITI, President, Fondazione Adkins Chiti: Donne in Musica. [C/o Piazza Trento e
Trieste 1, 03014 Fiuggi Città – telephone: 0039 0775 165 56 35]
IMPORTANT
Please let us know when and where you send your contribution. Bank Statements arrive after
three months and we do not want to keep people waiting for receipts.
Sede Legale: Teatro Comunale, Piazza Trento e Trieste 1, Fiuggi Città
0775 168 56 35
forum@donneinmusica.org www.donneinmusica.org
Membro dell'IMC – International Music Council, UNESCO
Membro EUC – European Music Council
Organizzazione Internazionale Non Governativa in partnership ufficiale con UNESCO Biblioteca
- Archivio sotto la tutela della Soprintendenza Archivistica
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ACWC Opportunities
Call for ACWC Regional Concert
Directors

Call for Scores and Soundscapes for

We are looking for persons interested in
directing/co-directing concerts of ACWC
music during the 2015-2016 Season
in these regions:

a Concert on Nature, the Earth, the
Environment

Sounds of the Earth
early September 2015
Waterloo, Ontario

•PQ and/or Atlantic Provinces
•Ontario (Toronto, Waterloo, other regions)
•Prairie Provinces
•BC, Yukon, NWT
•international location(s)

•Scored pieces for solo or chamber groups
(no more than 3 or 4 musicians – flute,
clarinet,
violin, cello, piano, vocals, or others if
available)
•Should not exceed c. 12-15 minutes in length
•Pieces performed by composers are
encouraged,
as are electroacoustic soundscapes,
multimedia works,
or those with theatric, spoken-word or
visual components.
•Short pieces (only a minute or so in length)
are particularly encouraged in that a set of
short pieces
can be programmed as a special group
•there is no application fee and all members
of the ACWC may apply
•non-ACWC members may join ACWC at
the time of application

ACWC is happy to provide certain financial
sponsorship for concerts, provided the music
programmed is by ACWC members.
Part of the work of a concert director would
be to:
• determine effective venue(s)
• contact performers in your region
• select appropriate music by ACWC
members
•
If a desired composer is not yet a member, we
ask you to invite that person to become an
ACWC member in order to have their works
performed. ACWC registration can be done
at http://acwc.ca

Send ideas and pdf scores via regular email
no later than May 1, 2015
to Carol Ann Weaver caweaver@uwaterloo.ca

If you are interested in helping to organize
a regional concert please contact Carol
Ann Weaver caweaver@uwaterloo.ca

Send ALL sound files via WeTransfer
https://www.wetransfer.com/
or YouSendIt https://www.hightail.com/login
also directed to Carol Ann Weaver
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Composer Opportunities
•

Land’s End Chamber Ensemble
Composers Competition

•

The duration of the work should not
exceed 10 minutes.
The submission must be an original,
non-commissioned and unpublished
work.
A mailing address, phone number, and
e-mail address should be included in a
separate cover letter with the
submission.

The University Calgary School of Creative &
Performing Arts, the Land’s End Chamber
Music Society of Calgary, and the awardwinning Land’s End Ensemble are pleased to
announce the 15th annual competition for
emerging composers. This competition is
designed to recognize and promote the
creative talents of emerging composers, as
well as to provide a learning experience and
performance opportunity with a professional
ensemble. This is a national competition,
open to composers across Canada.

For more information, please visit: http://
www.landsendensemble.ca/competition-rules/

Rules and Regulations

Avaloch Farm New Music Insitute

•

•
•
•

•

•

No Application Fee
deadline: Wednesday, January 14th, 2015

Avaloch Farm invites composer/performer
combinations developing new and
collaborative work to apply for their Summer
New Music residencies.

The 2015 competition is open to all
undergraduate and graduate
composition students currently
enrolled, and/or no longer than
three years since last enrolled, in a
post-secondary music program at a
Canadian University or Music
School.
Each composer may submit only one
work.
Past winners and finalists may enter
again, as long as they remain eligible
and submit a different work.
The submission should consist of a
PDF version of the full score and
sound file (if available) sent via email. The composer’s name must not
appear anywhere on the score.
Finalists must also provide a set of
performance parts in PDF format via
email.
The work must be scored for two or
three of the following: violin, cello,
piano.

Participating groups are encouraged to set
their own schedule and pace their time as they
see fit. Projects in any stage of collaboration
are accepted. While ensembles apply to
Avaloch Farm as pre-existing groups, the
concentration of creative musicians and
composers working simultaneously stimulates
artistic exchange planned and unplanned.
The New Music Initiative is a subset of the
regular season, running from July 5th –
August 9th. Residencies can be from 1 to 4
weeks in length. New music collaborators
who can not attend during this time period are
encouraged to apply during the rest of the
season.
For more information, visit: http://
avalochfarmmusic.org/new-music-initiative/
Application Fee: $40
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Composer in Residence – Female Composers to Frankfurt –
International Scholarship
In cooperation with the Institute of Contemporary Music (IzM), based at the Frankfurt Academy
of Music and Performing Arts (HfMDK), the Archive for Women in Music (Archiv Frau und
Musik) is once more awarding a three month residency to a female composer. Applicants of all
ages and nationalities are invited to apply.
The successful applicant will be chosen by a panel of experts in the field of contemporary music.
At the beginning of the residency the composer will be introduced to the public in an appropriate
setting and the residency will conclude with the premier of one of her works in a final concert on
16th July 2015. To this end she will have the opportunity of working on one or more of her pieces
with students of the Frankfurt Academy of Music and Performing Arts (HfMDK). Radio Hessen
(Hessischer Rundfunk) will act as broadcasting partner.
The work composed during the residency should be a chamber work.
Scholarship Benefits
The composer will be provided with cost-free housing in the Hoffmanns Höfe, Frankfurt, a
monthly season ticket for Frankfurt's public transport, and a monthly scholarship allowance of
750 Euros, enabling her to live and work in Frankfurt. Travel costs of the composer up to 400
Euros are covered as well.

Supporting Programme and Musical Events
During the residency a work shop will take place in co-operation with the Institute of
Contemporary Music (IzM). In addition, and in co-operation with the school project “Response”
which is run by the Frankfurt Academy of Music (HfMDK), a school class will have the
opportunity of working for several days with the resident composer, an instrumentalist and one
of the leaders involved in the school project. The idea here is to develop an “answer” to one of
the resident's compositions. The school project “Response” takes a contemporary composition to
which children and young adults respond with their own improvisations and compositions. The
result of this collaboration will also be performed in the final concert.
Time frame of the Scholarship:
The time frame of the 3-month stay is from 1st April to 30th June.
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Jury
The jury consists of one representative from each of the following institutions: the International
Working Group for Women and Music (Internationaler Arbeitskreis Frau und Musik, e.V.), the
Institute for Contemporary Music at the Frankfurt University of Music and Performing Arts
(IzM), Hessen Radio (Hessischer Rundfunk), as well as a composer and an active interpreter of
contemporary music.
Application
Female composers of all ages and nationalities are encouraged to apply. Both personal
applications and recommendations (e.g. by professors, institutions etc.) are accepted.
Application Documents
Application documents must include an informal covering letter, the composer’s résumé (without
photograph), a catalogue of works and scores of two works for chamber music ensembles or
larger ensembles (with recordings if possible). Applications should be submitted digitally.
The applicant will bear all costs that result from her application. Application expenses are not
refunded by the Archive for Women and Music (Archiv Frau und Musik).
All applicants must declare their ownership of rights for all submitted materials and confirm that
no rights of third parties are violated.
The submitted materials will not be returned but remain in the Archive.
Closing date for applications is 31st December 2014. Any recourse to courts of law is
excluded.
Please submit your application by email to:
info@archiv-frau-musik.de
Archiv Frau und Musik
Heinrich-Hoffmann-Str. 3
D-60528 Frankfurt
Phone: +49-(0)69-95 92 86 85
Fax: +49-(0)69-95 92 86 90
If you have any questions please contact Mrs. Esther Alzate Romero (romero@archiv-fraumusik.de)
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Contacts

Reminder

Board of Directors

Membership dues ($40 - Active Members,
$35 - Associates/Affiliates, $25 - Student
Members) are payable annually on July 1.
They can be paid on our website using
PayPal, or mail a cheque directly to:

Honourary President and Founding Chair,
Carolyn Lomax
Chair, Carol Ann Weaver
Secretary-Treasurer, Hillary Thomson
Membership Coordinator, Martha Hill
Duncan
Bulletin Editor, Tawnie Olson
Representative - West Coast, Janet Danielson
Representative - Prairies, Laura Pettigrew
Representative - Ontario, Brenda Muller
Representative - East Coast, Mary Knickle

ACWC
c/o 20 St. Joseph Street
Toronto ON M4Y 1J9

Current Board Positions
to be Filled
Archivist
Web Admin / Webmaster
Representative - Quebec

Do you have composer news for the ACWC Bulletin?
Would you like to contribute an article?
Contact our bulletin editor, Tawnie Olson, at acwcbulletin@gmail.com.
Submissions for the Spring/Summer bulletin must be received by
May 30, 2015.
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